Imposing structure on the Smith 
Introduction
In m-D signal processing, a sampling matrix describes the uniform sampling of m-D data because its column vectors form the basis vectors of the sampling grid [l] . Once discretized, the sampled m-D data may be resampled onto a different sampling grid. Resampling the sampled signal in the analog domain requires a conversion of the data to analog form and a resampling with a different scheme (which may possibly require additional hardware). Just as in the 1-D case, performing the resampling in the digital domain avoids the introduction of noise from digital-to-analog and analog-todigital conversion and does not need additional hard-ware because a digital computer can efficiently perform the resampling.
In the digital domain, resampling from one grid to another is carried out by mapping the grid coordinates by a rational non-singular matrix known as a resampiing matrix. Since a rational matrix can be written as a rational number times an integer matrix, resampling matrices include integer non-singular matrices such as periodicity matrices [l, 21 and up/downsampling matrices [2, 31. When the resampling matrix is diagonal, the resampling grid is rectangular and the resampling operation is separable. In general, however, resampling matrices are not diagonal, and a transformation is required to decouple the m-D dependencies. One common transformation is known as the Smith form decomposition [2, 3, 4, 51.
The Smith form decomposes a resampling matrix S into a product of three "simpler" resampling matrices U A V , and each component matrix has the same dimensions as S (e.g., 2 x 2 for 2-D resampling). U and V are regular unimodular integer matrices because their determinant is f l , and A is a diagonal integer matrix for which I det AI = I det SI. The resampling grid associated with S is formed by a linear mapping of samples on an integer grid first by V, then by A, and finally by U. The linearly mapping of samples by a regular unimodular matrix (or its inverse) corresponds to a shuffling or lossless rearrangement of samples. Thus, downsampling by S can be decomposed into a shuffling of input samples by U, followed by a separable downsampling by A, and followed by reshuffling of samples One method for designing m-D non-uniform filter banks [6] first decomposes the resampling matrix R associated with each channel into Smith Form URARVR. Then, by cascading the analysis/synthesis sections, the down/upsampling associated with VR cancels. To simplify the design of the analysis/synthesis filters, the skewing from the indexing of the data by each UR matrix and the non-uniform separable resampling by each by v [41. AR matrix should be minimized. This is equivalent to making the columns of UR be as close to orthogonal as possible and making the diagonal elements of each diagonal matrix AR be as close to being equal as possible. More formally, we want to design UR such that its lower and upper frame bounds, Fmin and Fma, respectively, are as close to 1 as possible, where Fmin and F,,, are defined as the minimum and maximum, respectively, of the set [7] lluR 11 :
= 1 This paper introduces a new algorithm to decompose a resampling matrix into a Smith form that meets the above requirements, which we will call the minimized Smith equalized form. Section 2 reviews computing Smith form decompositions and imposing structure on them. Section 3 establishes the minimization problem being solved and gives a simple example of finding Smith equivalent form. Section 4 gives an efficient algorithm to compute the minimized Smith equivalent form and states the relevant theorems underlying the procedure. Section 5 summarizes the results in the paper, which are not confined to any particular number of dimensions.
Smith Form Decompositions
The Smith form decomposition of a non-singular integer matrix S = UAV was first reported by H. J. S.
Smith in 1861. An algorithm to find it iteratively multiplies the given integer matrix on the left and right by elementary (regular unimodular) matrices until the matrix is reduced to a diagonal form [8] . The initial step in the decomposition of an n x n integer matrix S sets U = I n x n , A = S, and V = Inxn. In the first iteration, an element of A is pivoted to the (1,l) position by multiplying on the left to interchange two rows and on the right to interchange two columns. Each component in the first row and column, except the (1,l) element which is now the pivot, is then reduced modulo the pivot by subtracting a multiple of the pivot. Then, a new pivot is chosen and the process is repeated until all of the components in the first row and column, except for the (1,l) position, are zero. The pivoting is then performed at the (2,2) position and so on until A is diagonalized. The only degree of freedom in this algorithm is the criteria to choose the pivot at each iteration. In [8] , the pivot is chosen to be the element that is smallest absolute value.
The algorithm above assumed that the matrix to be decomposed contains only integer components. Smith forms of rational matrices can be computed by first Smith forms S = UAV are, however, not unique. The n x n matrix S is being mapped into two full n x n matrices (such that their determinants are f l ) and one diagonal n x n matrix (such that the product of the diagonals equals the determinant of S in absolute value).
The Smith form has many more degrees of freedom than the original matrix.
For example, alternate Smith forms can be generated by any pair of regular unimodular matrices X and Y for which the product XAY is a diagonal matrix.
Because the inverse of a regular unimodular matrix is regular unimodular and the product of two regular unimodular matrices is regular unimodular, are each an identity matrix except for 2 x 2 submatrix, thereby reducing XAY = A to After multiplying both sides by X-' and dividing both sides by y = gcd(Ak, Al), generality, det(X) is set to 1, and after some algebra, 
The Minimization Problem
For n x n resampling matrix S in Smith form S = U A V , we can redistribute the factors of the diagonal elements of A more evenly using the elementary matrices d i s cussed in the previous section. As mentioned in the previous section, To minimize the variance, we minimize the arithmetic mean under a given constant geometric mean g = I det SI*. If the X i terms were allowed to take real values, then we could set the arithmetic mean equal to geometric mean, so each diagonal element would be made equal to the geometric mean.
All of the entries of the above matrices, however, must assume integral values. Rational matrices, as previously mentioned, can be rewritten as a rational number times an integer matrix, and this approach would be applied to the integer matrix. In order to minimize the variance of the diagonal entries of A in the Smith form S = UAV, we can formulate the following minimization problem: n min EX:
i=l n subject to
In other words, we are trying to find a new set of diagonal elements A: such that their sum is minimized while their product (i.e., the determinant) remains constant. Even though the cost function is linear in the free variables Xi, the overall minimization is highly non-linear because of the constraints. The constraints require that any mapping from the original set of X i values to another set of allowable A: values must follow Theorem 1 in order to preserve the Smith form decomposition. However, there are many questions concerning a reduced form. The basic problems to be solved are discussed in the next section.
Example 1 As an example of the resulting minimal variance form, we will begin with the diagonal entries of some A matrix as { 1,3,90}. The representation of each entry into a product of prime numbers raised to an integer power is:
The geometric mean is g = 3 x lo* M 6.4633, and the initial arithmetic mean is p = 31 Q. At each step in the rearrangement, a factor from one of the diagcnal elements whose value is above the geometric mean should be distributed to a diagonal element whose values is below the geometric mean if the resulting arithmetic mean is smaller. Table 1 shows all of the legal pivots (as defined by Theorem 1) of factors of A 3 to the other two diagonal elements A1 and and the impact of pivoting on the arithmetic mean. Assuming that we choose the pivot that gives us the smallest arithmetic mean, we pivot the factor 32 from the third element to the first element, thereby producing the new diagonal entries {9,3,10}. In the next iteration, the smallest arithmetic mean occurs when the factor of 2 from the third diagonal entry is moved to the second. The final diagonal values are {9,6,5}, and the associated arithmetic mean is 6.667 which is very close to the geometric mean of 6.463.
Algorithm
For an n x n integer resampling matrix S, this section will present an algorithm to compute the minimal variance Smith form of S = U A V . First, this section will give the representation of A used by the algorithm. Using the representation, we prove that the minimal variance Smith form is unique up to a permutation of the diagonal elements of A. Then, we state the algorithm.
Our algorithm relies on a representation of the prime factorization of the diagonal elements of the n x n diagonal matrix A. The representation takes the form of an n x m matrix, where m is the number of prime factors p appearing in the diagonal elements of A. The entries of the matrix, say a, are the exponents of the prime factors:
= n p ; j * , for i = I . . .n That is, a and ,f3 are matrices containing the powers of the prime factors of the diagonal elements of A. So, as a particular application of the lemma above, the Smith canonical form of the matrix A can be found by sorting the columns of the matrix a in ascending order.
Given a resampling matrix S, we find one of its Smith forms S = U A V . Smith form decomposition in the form we desire: the diagonal elements of A will be as close to each other as possible, and the columns of U will be as orthogonal as possible. A dual of this algorithm exists to minimize V . Figure 1 shows an example of computing the Smith form which simultaneously has minimal variance in A and minimal norm in either U or V .
Conclusion
This paper presents an efficient algorithm to find the The Smith Form routine returned the diagonal elements of (4, 12, 360). The equalized form is obtained by pivoting a factor of 5 from the third to first and a factor of 2 from the third to second positions, 
